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            A new generation of commercial entities is beginning to explore opportunities for new types of interventions and services in a graying world.
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Figure 2: Increase in life expectancy at birth with elimination of disease.[image: ]


Figure 3: Molecular targets for caloric restriction and interventions against premature aging.[image: ]
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	14 January 2015
In the version of this article initially published, the caption for Figure 5 read â€œPope Innocent VIII, likely the first patient to undergo parabiosis.â€� In fact, he did not undergo parabiosis, but a blood transfusion. The caption should have read â€œPope Innocent VIII died in a rejuvenation attempt in 1492.â€� The errors have been corrected in the HTML and PDF versions of the article.


	30 April 2015
In the version of this article initially published, Retrotope Inc. was included in Table 1 in the â€œWalking deadâ€� category. Nature Biotechnology has since been informed by Retrotope management that the company raised $10 million in seed funding in 2014. Retrotope has been removed from Table 1. The error has been corrected in the HTML and PDF versions of the article.
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